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To mark the start of their exciting partnership, DILUSSO, renowned for Luxury Surprise Boxes, and 
Arab Watch Guide, avid watch collector and digital influencer in the Arab World, have commissioned 
a 10 piece numbered Limited Edition watch inspired by Arab Culture and Heritage and Calligraphy 
art known in the Region. 

“Armin Strom was the clear choice for this piece as it embodies everything we believe collectors and 
enthusiasts appreciate; exclusivity, heritage, artistic value and mechanical innovation. This is the first 
watch of its kind produced by Armin Strom and DILUSSO is proud to have collaborated on it.“ Paul 
Chakour, CEO and founder of DILUSSO.

To further celebrate this partnership, all of these limited edition watches will be accompanied with a 
DILUSSO Surprise Box filled with everything you‘ve come to expect - luxury essentials, experiences 
and world class customer service. DILUSSO prides itself on providing the hottest brands, limited edi-
tions as well as world exclusives within their Surprise Boxes and this special collaboration perfectly 
matches this philosophy.

The art of skeletonizing, introduced by Mr. Armin Strom in the eighties, is still in evidence in today’s 
new and innovative ARMIN STROM movement architecture. ARMIN STROM has been producing its 
own in-house calibres since 2009. Today, the company is a Manufacture, equipped with the most 
modern machine tools, whose employees produce small series watches with in-house calibres of the 
highest quality finishing.

Passion for the craft of watchmaking, striving for technical and aesthetic perfection, modern design 
and highly manually-orientated movement assembly are the hallmarks of these exclusive, luxury 
watch products.
 

PARTNERSHIP ARMIN STROM, ARAB WATCH GUIDE & DILUSSO
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Manufacture Movement 
Automatic, 5-days power reserve, small 
seconds and off-centre time indications
Frequency: 18,000 A/h
Jewels: 26
Number of components: 171

Case
Stainless steel
Sapphire crystal and case back with 
anti-reflective treatment
Diameter: 43.40 mm
Height: 13.00 mm
Water resistant to 50 m

Dial ring
Blue with indian numerals

Hands
Stainless steel

Straps
Delivered with a genuine brown alligator 
horn-back leather strap and ardillon buckle 
in stainless steel as well as an additional 
brown rubber strap. 

Edition
Limited to 10 pieces

ARMIN STROM GRAVITY
EXCLUSIVE by 
ARAB WATCH GUIDE  & DILUSSO 

„Time flies, don‘t waste it“


